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Tehnial Report # RT002/2003, Federal University of Parana, Dept.Informatis, http://www.inf.ufpr.br/info/tehrep/index.htmlAbstratA distributed system-level diagnosis algorithm allows the fault-free nodes of a system todiagnose the state of all nodes in the system. In this paper we present a new hierarhialadaptive distributed system-level diagnosis algorithm, Hi-ADSD with Detours. A previ-ously published algorithm [6℄ has lateny at most log22N , but requires O(N2) tests in oneround in the worst ase. While the lateny of the proposed algorithm is the same, thenumber of tests exeuted is redued. Nodes running the new algorithm are grouped inlusters. If a tested node is faulty, instead of exeuting more tests, the tester will tryto obtain information about the rest of the luster from nodes tested fault-free outsidethe luster, suh that the diagnosis of the system is not delayed. Eah suh alternativepath to a luster is alled a detour. An extra test is exeuted on a given luster onlywhen no detour is available. The worst ase of the algorithm's lateny is formally proved.Simulation results are presented.Index Terms: System-Level Diagnosis, Distributed Diagnosis, Adaptive Diagnosis,Network Fault Monitoring.
1 Introdution
Consider a system omposed of N nodes, whih an be either faulty or fault-free. Assumethat the system is fully onneted, i.e. there is a link between any pair of nodes, and links1



do not beome faulty. A distributed system-level diagnosis algorithm allows the fault-freenodes in that system to determine the state of all nodes [4℄. Nodes of a diagnosable systemare apable of exeuting tests on other nodes. A fault-free tester is assumed to be ableto determine orretly whether a tested node is faulty or fault-free [1, 2, 3℄. In order toimplement this assumption, the spei�ation of the testing proedure often depends onthe partiular system tehnology. Distributed system-level diagnosis provides an eÆientway to build fault-tolerant network monitoring systems [5℄.In [6℄ Duarte and Nanya introdued the Hierarhial Adaptive Distributed System-Level Diagnosis (Hi-ADSD) algorithm. Hi-ADSD was implemented integrated to a net-work management system based on the Internet standard management framework, SNMP(Simple Network Management Protool). The algorithm presents a diagnosis lateny ofat most log2N testing rounds for a system of N nodes. All logarithms used in this workare base 2. Nodes are grouped in progressively larger logial lusters. Tests are exeutedin a hierarhial fashion, starting at the luster with two nodes, going on to the lusterwith four nodes, and so on, until the luster with N=2 nodes is tested. In order to getinformation about a given luster, a node exeutes tests until a fault-free node is foundin the tested luster, or all the luster's nodes are tested faulty. Considering all testers,the largest number of tests exeuted in one round is N2=4 tests in the worst ase. Thishappens when N=2 nodes are faulty, these nodes are all in the same luster, and theremaining N=2 nodes test that luster in the same testing round.In this work we present a new algorithm, Hi-ADSD with Detours, that requires lesstests per testing rounds, while keeping the lateny at log2N rounds. The new algorithmtakes advantage of the fat that a tester an obtain information about the nodes in onegiven luster from nodes outside that luster, without inreasing the diagnosti lateny.Eah suh alternative path to the luster is alled a detour.Whenever a node tests a fault-free node in a given luster, it gets diagnosti informa-tion about that whole luster from the tested fault-free node. However, if the �rst nodetested in a luster is faulty, before exeuting more tests, the tester will try to get infor-mation about the rest of the luster from nodes tested fault-free outside the luster. Thetester will look for detours to that luster in the next logN testing rounds, from lusterssmaller than the urrent luster, as shown in �gure 1. In the next round this luster istested, if the tester has not found detours to nodes in the tested luster, then it exeutes
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tests sequentially on the luster's nodes until a fault-free node is found or all nodes aretested faulty.
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Figure 1: A node only employs detours to a given luster from smaller lusters.
Other approahes to system-level diagnosis are desribed in [7, 8, 9℄; other hierarhialapproahes inlude [10, 11, 12, 13℄.The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Setion 2 ontains preliminary de�nitions.In setion 3 the new algorithm is spei�ed and setion 4 desribes example exeutions. Insetion 5 the algorithm's lateny is formally proved. Setion 6 shows experimental resultsof diagnosis obtained through simulation. This is followed by onlusions in setion 7.

2 Preliminary De�nitions
Consider a system S onsisting of a set of N nodes, n0, n1,...,nN�1. We alternativelyrefer to node ni as node i. The system is assumed to be fully onneted, i.e. there is aommuniation link between any two nodes. Eah node ni is assumed to be in one of twostates, faulty or fault-free. An event is de�ned as a hange in the state of a node, eitherfrom faulty to fault-free or from fault-free to faulty. The olletion of states of all nodesis the system's fault situation. Nodes perform tests on other nodes in a testing interval,and fault-free nodes report test results reliably.Nodes are grouped in lusters for the purpose of testing. Clusters are sets of nodes.The size of a luster is the number of nodes in the luster. Initially, N is assumed to bea power of 2, and the system itself is a luster of N nodes. A general luster of p nodesnj,...,nj+p�1 where j MOD p = 0, and p is a power of two, is reursively de�ned as either
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a node, when p = 1, or the union of two lusters, one ontaining nodes nj,...,nj+p=2�1 andthe other ontaining nodes nj+n=2,..., nj+n�1.At eah testing interval, fault-free nodes test nodes of one luster. The lists of orderednodes in whih a given node i tests the nodes of a given luster of size 2s�1 are denotedby Ci;s. An expression that ompletely haraterizes list Ci;s is given below:
Ci;s = i XOR 2s�1; Ci xor 2s�1;s�1; Ci xor 2s�1;s�2; : : : ; Ci xor 2s�1;1A testing round is de�ned as the period of time in whih every fault-free node in thesystem has tested at least one fault-free node or all nodes faulty in one luster. Thealgorithm's lateny is de�ned as the number of testing rounds that all nodes running thealgorithm require to omplete diagnosis of an event. An event ours after the previousevent has been fully diagnosed.The Tested Fault-Free graph, T (S), is a direted graph whose nodes are the nodes ofS. There is an edge direted from node i to node j if node i has tested node j as fault-freein the most reent testing interval in whih it tested the luster to whih node j belongs.When all nodes in the system are fault-free, T (S) is a hyperube.Let the diagnosti distane from node i to node p, alled di;p, be the number of edgesin the shortest path from node i to node p in T (S) when all nodes are fault-free, i.e. inthe hyperube. For instane, in �gure 2 the diagnosti distane from node 0 to node 5 isd0;5 = 2. Furthermore, let set Di;r be the set of every node p suh that di;p � r.Let Ri;s;p be the set of nodes that an be reahed by node i from node p with adiagnosti distane less than or equal to s, furthermore node k 2 Ri;s;p only if di;k �di;p + dp;k. As an example, �gure 2 shows R0;3;2. Ri;s;p is given by the expression below:

Ri;s;p = fk 2 Dp;s�di;p j di;k = di;p + dp;kgLet node i test node j in a given testing round suh that node j belongs to a givenCi;s. A detour from node i to node j is a path in T (S) from node i to node j that passesthrough nodes not in the Ci;s to whih node j belongs. Furthermore, a detour has exatlythe same number of edges as the shortest path from node i to node j when all nodes arefault-free. Figure 3 shows all detours employed by node 0 to get information about nodesin the tested luster with four faulty nodes. In this �gure, node 0 employs detours to getinformation about node 5, node 6 and node 7 from node 1, node 2 and node 3 respetively.4
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Figure 2: An example Ri;s;p: R0;3;2.
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Figure 3: Dashed lines show tests node 0 avoids by using detours.
When the tested node in a given luster is faulty and the tester does not obtaininformation about the luster's remaining nodes, those nodes are said to be bloked. SetBi;s ontains all bloked nodes in a given Ci;s.

3 Algorithm Spei�ation
Nodes running Hi-ADSD with Detours exeute tests on nodes of one luster at eah testinginterval. In the �rst testing interval, the luster whih ontains only one node is tested, inthe seond testing interval the luster whih ontains 2 nodes is tested, and so on until thelargest luster whih ontains N=2 nodes is tested. After that, in the next testing interval,the luster whih ontains one node is tested again and the whole proess is repeated.When a fault-free node is tested, the tester obtains diagnosti information about thewhole luster to whih the tested node belongs. However when a faulty node is tested,the tester annot obtain diagnosti information about the remaining nodes in the testedluster, whih are said to be bloked. Instead of exeuting more tests on the blokednodes (like a node running Hi-ADSD would do) the tester will �rst try to �nd detoursto those nodes, from nodes that are tested fault-free in other lusters. If no detours are
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found, then extra tests will be exeuted on the bloked nodes in the next testing intervalin whih their luster is tested. Note that, by de�nition, node i an only employ detoursto nodes of a given Ci;s from nodes that belong to a Ci;s0 , suh that s0 < s.Two funtions are employed by the testing strategy: funtion more-info and funtionmore-tests, de�ned below. The tester runs funtion more-info after a fault-free nodeis tested, to deide if detours through the tested node to bloked nodes are neessary.Funtion more-tests is exeuted after a faulty node is tested, to deide if more testsmust be exeuted in the same luster, i.e. if no detours were found to the bloked nodes.These funtions are de�ned below.Funtion more-info returns a list of nodes of other lusters about whih the testerneeds to obtain information from the tested node. The funtion is given below, wherenode i is the tester, node p is the tested fault-free node in Ci;s0 , list Ri;logN ;p ontains allnodes about whih node p an provide information to node i, and set Bi;s ontains thebloked nodes in a given Ci;s.
more-info(i; p) = Ri;logN ;p \Bi;s; s0 < s � logN; p 2 Ci;s0

Funtion more-tests is given by the formula below, where node i is the tester, nodep is the tested faulty node, list i;s;p ontains all nodes about whih node p an provideinformation to node i, where s varies aording to the i;s to whih node p belongs:
more-tests(i; s) = Bi;s �Ri;s;p8p 2 Ci;s0 ; 1 � s0 < s tested fault-free

The algorithm in pseudo-ode is given below.
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ALGORITHM Hi-ADSD with Detours {at node i}FOR s := 1 TO logN DO Bi,s = {};REPEATFOR s := 1 TO logN DOp := first node in Ci,s;test(p);IF p is fault-freeTHEN get luster diagnosti information;Bi,s := Bi,s - Ci,s;get information about nodes returned by more_info(i,p);Bi,s := Bi,s - more_info(i,p);ELSE {tested node is faulty}Bi,s := Bi,s U Ci,s - {p};WHILE more-tests(i,s) <> {} DOk := first node more_tests(i,s);test(k);Bi,s := Bi,s - {k};IF k is fault_freeTHEN get information about nodes in Bi,s;Bi,s := Bi,s - Ci,s;get information about nodes returned by more_info(i,k);Bi,s := Bi,s - more_info(i,k);END IF;END WHILE;END IF;SLEEP(Testing Interval);END FOR;FOREVER
4 Example Exeutions
Consider the system in �gure 3. When node 0 tests node 4 in C0;3 as faulty, it updatesBi; s with 5; 6; 7. Node 0 does not exeute extra tests on this luster, beause it will tryto get information about the bloked nodes through detours. The next time node 0 testsnode 1 it gets information about bloked nodes 5; 7, and the next time node node 0 testsnode 2 it gets information about bloked node 6. This exeution is analogous for otherfault-free nodes in the system. Thus all fault-free avoid extra tests.
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Figure 4: Node 0 exeutes an extra test on node 3, node 5, node 6 and node 7.
Consider the exeution of Hi-ADSD with Detours at node 0 in the system shown in�gure 4. Initially node 1 is tested faulty, then in the next round node 2 is also tested7



faulty so node 0 runs more-tests(0,2) whih returns node 3, that is then tested faulty.After node 4 is tested faulty funtion more-tests(0,3) returns nodes 5, 6 and 7, whihare all sequentially tested as both node 5 and node 6 are faulty.
5 Lateny
In this setion we formally prove that the the lateny of the algorithm is log2N testingrounds in the worst ase. We prove that the usage of detours does not a�et the worst-aselateny, being the same as that of Hi-ADSD [6℄.Theorem 1All fault-free nodes running Hi-ADSD with Detours take at most log2N testing roundsto omplete diagnosis.Proof:Consider a new event whih ours at node e. All nodes that have diagnosti distaneequal to 1 with respet to node e diagnose the new system fault situation in at most logNtesting rounds. This happens beause those nodes test node e at least one every logNtesting rounds.Next, assume that all fault-free nodes with diagnosti distane equal to k < i getdiagnosti information about node e's new event in at most k � logN testing rounds.Now onsider a fault-free node a with distane i to node e. In ase there is a fault-freenode, say node b, with distane 1 to node a and distane (i� 1) to node e, node a an getinformation about node e from node b, either diretly or using node b as a detour, whithtakes at most logN testing rounds. Thus it takes at most (i�1)� logN+ logN = i� logNtesting rounds for the node a to diagnose node e's new event using node b.If all nodes with distane (i� 1) to node e and distane 1 to node a are faulty, node amust get information about node e from a fault-free node with diagnosti distane (i� j)to node e and distane j to node a, say, node , whih takes at most j � logN rounds.As for node  it takes (i � j) � logN rounds to diagnose node e's new event, it will takej � logN + (i� j) � logN = i � logN rounds for node a to diagnose the event.As the largest distane is logN , it may take at most logN � logN = log2N testingrounds for all fault-free nodes in the system to the omplete diagnosis. 2
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Fault Situation Hi-ADSD Hi-ADSD with DetoursAverage # Tests (32 random faulty nodes) 383 285Hi-ADSD's Worst-Case 1184 191Hi-ADSD with Detours' Worst-Case 384 384Table 1: Comparison of the number of tests required by Hi-ADSD and Hi-ADSD withDetours.
6 Simulation Results
In this setion, we present experimental results of Hi-ADSD with Detours obtainedthrough simulation. The simulation was onduted using the disrete-event simulationlanguage SMPL [14℄. Nodes were modeled as SMPL failities, and eah node was iden-ti�ed by an SMPL token number. Three kinds of events were de�ned: test, fault, andrepair. We onduted several experiments with networks of di�erent sizes. We presentresults of two di�erent experiments. In the �rst experiment, we ompare the averagenumber of tests required by Hi-ADSD and Hi-ADSD with Detours in di�erent fault sit-uations. In the seond experiment we progressively inrease the number of faulty nodesin a network of 64 nodes, and show that the number of tests needed by fault-free nodesrunning Hi-ADSD with Detours dereases as the number of faulty nodes inreases.
6.1 A Comparison of the Average Number of Tests RequiredThe purpose of this experiment is to ompare the number of tests required by Hi-ADSDand Hi-ADSD with Detours in di�erent fault situations. We onsidered a system of 64nodes. Both algorithms require the same number of tests when all nodes are fault-free.When the number of faulty nodes grows, Hi-ADSD requires more tests, while Hi-ADSDwith Detours requires less tests.The �rst row in table 1 shows the average number of tests required by Hi-ADSD andHi-ADSD with Detours when 32 nodes, hosen at random, are faulty. In this experimentwe an learly see how the onept of detours has an impat on the average number oftests required to omplete diagnosis. We onsidered the number of tests required by fault-free nodes in logN onseutive testing rounds. On average, Hi-ADSD required 383 tests,while Hi-ADSD with Detours required 285 test, a 25% improvement.
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# Faulty Nodes # Tests to diagnose the system0 384 (= NlogN)1 3782 3744 3696 (= logN) 36712 (= 2logN) 35032 (= N=2) 320Table 2: Number of tests required for all fault-free nodes to diagnose a 64-node system.
The seond row in table 1 shows the number of tests required by both algorithmsonsidering the worst ase of Hi-ADSD, in whih a luster of N=2 nodes is faulty, andall the nodes in the other luster test the faulty luster in the same testing round; thetotal number of tests is N2=4. In this situation, Hi-ADSD requires 1184 tests eah logNrounds, while Hi-ADSD with Detours requires only 191 tests.Finally, the third row in table 1 shows the number of tests required by both algorithmsonsidering the worst ase of Hi-ADSD, in whih all nodes are fault-free. In this ase,both algorithms need 384 (NlogN) tests per logN rounds.From the results of this experiment we onlude that for every ase Hi-ADSD withDetours requires a number of tests less or equal to that required by Hi-ADSD. On average,the number of tests required by Hi-ADSD with Detours is smaller than that of Hi-ADSD.

6.2 Number of Tests Required by Hi-ADSD with DetoursThe purpose of this experiment is to show the number of tests required by the fault-freenodes in di�erent situations. To reate those situations we progressively inrease thenumber of faulty nodes in a network of 64 nodes.Table 2 shows the number of tests exeuted when the number of faulty nodes inreasesin the system. Initially all nodes are fault-free, then the number of faulty nodes is inreasedfrom 1 up to N � 1. Simulation results show that the maximum number of tests ourswhen all nodes are fault-free, and the total number of tests performed by the fault-freenodes to diagnose the system dereases as the number of faulty nodes inreases.
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7 Conlusions
In this work we introdued a new hierarhial adaptive distributed system-level diagnosisalgorithm, Hi-ADSD with Detours, that allows all fault-free nodes in a fully-onnetedsystem to omplete diagnosis in at most log2N testing rounds, employing less tests than apreviously published algorithm, Hi-ADSD. This algorithm also presents a lateny of log2Nrounds, but nodes an employ up to O(N2) tests to get information about the wholesystem. Proofs were given for the algorithm's lateny. Experimental results obtainedthrough simulation were presented.Hi-ADSD with Detours is a pratial algorithm that an be used to monitor realloal area networks. Considering the number of tests required, the impat on networkperformane is lower than that of previous algorithms with the same lateny. Future workinludes the evaluation of the algorithm under a dynami fault situation.
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